SOCIAL THEORY
& PRACTICE MAJOR

RC

Would you
like a flexible,
interdisciplinary
major that allows
you to develop your
own individualized
course of study
tailored to
your specific
interests?

CONSIDER A
MAJOR IN
RC SOCIAL
THEORY AND
PRACTICE!

Do you want
to integrate
theoretical
knowledge with
practical skills so
that you can
actively and
effectively engage
in struggles for
justice?

The Social Theory and Practice (STP) Major, open to all LSA students,
supports you in developing analytical and practical skills necessary to
engage ethically and effectively with communities domestic and abroad.
With support from faculty mentors, STP students develop an
individualized, interdisciplinary major plan reflective of their own unique
interests and passions. Draw from threads of sociology, psychology,
criminal justice, economics, history, and many others.
Recent graduates have pursued
such topics as:

- WORLD HEALTH POLICIES
- THE IMPACT OF GLOBALIZATION
- THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
- URBAN YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
- SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
- COMMUNITY DIALOGUES
The STP major offers a solid preparation for careers in public policy,
social work, grassroots organizations, non-profits, and the law.
Interested in learning more?
Contact STP Alum (’10) and
RC Lecturer, Becca Pickus,
at rpickus@umich.edu
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“I received a ‘Highest Honors’ rating for my original thesis
research on community and youth engagement and its
impact on community development and sustainability in rural
settings (2013). I consider this a major career
accomplishment as I feel it launched me into my career path
and has significant ties to my current work in engaging
young people and their surrounding community members in
rural northern Michigan on a path toward success through
access to post-secondary education options for all. As
Prevention Coordinator with the Traverse Bay Children's
Advocacy Center, I helped develop and lead a
community-driven movement to raise awareness about child
sexual abuse in a six county region and engaged over 7,500
individuals in learning the facts, tools, and resources
necessary to create safer communities for children. This
spring I was asked to serve
as the Keynote Speaker for
the Manistee County
Excellence in Education Awards.”

